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Black Iron Experimental Base.

It is one of the hundreds of experimental bases behind the first mysterious laboratory of the
Warhawk Kingdom behind Richard.

Jefferson is here.

First, his mechanical body is seriously damaged and needs to be repaired.

Second, this experimental base is heavily guarded, and no bird can fly in. Jefferson is at ease here.

Not only that.

For Jefferson’s peace of mind, Richard also sent a pseudo-seventh heaven powerhouse.

It was just one step away from the Seventh Heaven Realm.

It can be said that this master is absolutely above all six heaven masters.

Throughout this time, the strong people who dominate the alliance are like clouds, but they are all
six-tier strong, and there is no pseudo-seventh-day

strong.

So under such tight protection, Jefferson would feel more at ease. ..

But he still has nightmares from time to time.

The top psychiatrist is actively guiding the treatment.

Jefferson is much better now.

“Mr. Jefferson, today is Mr. Xu Zhengjie’s attendance ceremony, the host wants you to attend!”

Hearing this, Jefferson shook his head: “Tell my brother, I will not participate!”

He is in a bad state today and is not interested in anything.

With the help of the servant, Jefferson began to have breakfast.

At this time, Jennings, the senior of the laboratory, came over: “Mr. Jefferson, I can tell you a good
news that the protection system of our Black Iron

Experimental Base has been upgraded by one level again!”

“Oh?”

Jefferson’s eyes lit up fiercely.

“Let’s put it this way, now I am confident that even if a strong man from the pseudo-seventh heaven
comes, it will never be possible to enter the

defensive area of our laboratory for half a step!”

Jennings looked confident.

“Rumble…”

But as soon as his voice fell, there was a shaking movement from outside.

The entire laboratory base shook.

“Dididi…”

Then the whole base sirens loudly.

“Invasion! Invasion! Enemies invade!”

“Quick, quick! An enemy invades!”

…

The entire experimental base is in a mess.

Jefferson’s face changed drastically, his eyes fixed on Jennings.

The meaning is obvious.

This is how you said the defense system has been upgraded?

Jennings flushed and said furiously: “I will handle this myself!”

“Don’t panic, there’s nothing wrong with me.”

A person behind Jefferson said lightly.

Jefferson looked calm.

now.

The gate of the black iron laboratory base.

The special alloy gate that could hold the missile attack fell to the ground.

It was just banged in half by someone with his feet.

There was a person standing at the door.

Wearing black clothes and a mask on his face.

Carrying a black war knife.

Familiar people can tell at a glance that this is the dress of the members of the LEvi’s Squad .

The mask and the sword are matched.

Today, Levi Garrison is in such a costume.

He wants to bring these two people back to Erudia in the name of LEvi’s Squad and the dead
brothers.

Soon, hundreds of guards gathered in the laboratory.

These guards include warriors and warriors wearing mechs. They have modern super weapons and
extraordinary strength.

In addition, the laboratory has an advanced defense system.

Intruders, kill without mercy.

Jennings brought people here quickly.

“So courageous, there are people who dare to break into the Black Iron Lab!”

Jennings shouted coldly.

The weapons of hundreds of people and the weapon launch system of the base defense all locked
Levi Garrison.

With an order, Levi Garrison was definitely called to be wiped out in ashes.

“Who are you? What are you here for?”

Jennings stared at Levi Garrison and asked.

“A big summer, come and catch Jefferson and go back!”

